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Abstract
NEPAL15 was a one-year extension of the NEPAL project in the SAFIR2014 programme.
In these projects, we had four main themes:
1. Accurate burnup calculations that aim at finding rare but potentially problematic nuclides like strong absorbers or other reactor-physically important nuclides.
Additionally, it is important to know accurate concentrations of nuclides that
are important for spent fuel disposal or nuclear safeguards. (DSc A. Isotalo was
seconded to Oak Ridge National Laboratory from June 2014 to December 2015.)
2. Behaviour of nuclear fuel in a quasi-stationary situation. Traditionally the
characteristics of fuel pellets are described on the basis of empirical data. Reliable

modeling outside of the normal operating parameter range necessitates thorough
understanding of the phenomena and their modeling in a mesoscopic scale. We
developed a novel mesoscopic model of the thermal creep failure of fuel pellets.
3. Coupling of the temperature distribution in a fuel pellet to neutronics.
Cross sections in neutronics depend on temperature, so a more accurate model
of temperature distribution reduces errors in reactor core calculations.
4. Processing cross section libraries for Serpent 2. Optimal reconstruction parameters for cross section libraries used with neutron transport calculation code
Serpent 2 were sought.

Theme: Accurate Burnup Calculations

Theme: Mesoscopic Modeling of Fuel Pellets

Monte Carlo burnup calculations combine sequential steady state neutronics and
depletion calculations with a coupling scheme. On each step, the scheme uses one
or more neutronics solutions and possible preliminary depletion calculations to predict
representative step average values for quantities.
We have developed new higher order neutronics-depletion coupling schemes.
These methods are based on using data from the previous step to form higher order
predictions about the future development of the cross sections and flux.

We are developing a computational model for simulating the microstructural evolution of nuclear fuel. The model includes damage accumulation from thermal creep
deformation and from fission gas buildup within the pellet. Damage accumulation is
linked with increasing porosity of the fuel, as microcracks and gas bubbles are formed.
Diffusion of fission gases is simulated from the viewpoint of percolation theory: gas
flows through interlinked pores, and can only reach the surface of the pellet through
continuous pore pathways.

Figure: Relative errors for U-235 and Gd-155 in a PWR assembly test case with various
methods using nearly equal amounts of CPU time. LE and LE/QI are some of our
new methods.
CRAM is an extremely promising method for depletion calculations. In this project
three new capabilities were developed for it.
1. Possibility to include a source term in the calculations.
2. Internal substepping that further improves the accuracy of CRAM (see Figure).

Figure: On the left: Schematic of the simulation system: A rectangular cross-section
from a pellet. Gas nodes (red) are interconnected through bonds (green). Fission gas
is released through the top boundary (black nodes). On the right: Example snapshots
of porosity (a & d), damage (b & e) and Young’s modulus in GPa (c & f). The top
row (a–c) corresponds to the initial state, and the bottom row (d–f) shows a later
stage when creep and radiation damage have weakened the pellet.

3. A new efficient method for calculating the time-integrals or averages of any and
all quantity that are weighted sums of the atomic densities.

Figure: Relative errors with different numbers of internal substeps when old fuel is
decayed for 365 days. Circles indicate errors that have been reduced to 1 for plotting.

Figure: Example of a simulation run with creep damage and repair. Fractional gas
release as a function of scaled time is shown in the top left panel. Snapshots of gas
concentration at four different times reveal how gas gets released through the top
boundary. The y-directional concentration profiles corresponding to these snapshots
are also plotted in the bottom left panel. Here the damage repair rate is sufficiently
high to limit gas release to the top part of the system.
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